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Performance Dashboards
If you are a business analyst, BI developer, or an IT
professional who wants to learn the A to Z of how to
work with Web Intelligence reporting tools and
different types of data, then this book is for you. The
only thing you need is a basic understanding of what
Business Intelligence is and data concepts.

SAP S/4HANA Embedded Analytics
Keep your system secure by mastering functional and
data security Understand how to define a rights
model and secure universes Configure authentication
with external systems such as SAP NetWeaver BW,
LDAP, and Active Directory Up to date for release 4.0
Don't talk to strangers--if only data security policies
were this easy. Learn to keep your SAP
BusinessObjects Business Intelligence data truly safe
from unauthorized actions with this comprehensive
guide. Begin with security basics and work your way
to advanced concepts; along the way, you'll explore
functional and data security, define a rights model,
and secure data sources and universes. Step-by-step
instructions ensure that you can implement important
security techniques in your administration and design
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work. This book puts the master key to data security
in your hands. Best Practices Unveiled Implement a
security system that is easy to understand, use, and
enhance by using basic workflows. Rights Framework
Put the rights framework to work for you using group
and folder inheritance and custom access
levels.Specific Rights Explore the specific rights of
system and content objects stored in the CMS
repository, as well as BI 4.0 suite applications.
Universe Security Compare security features of
universes created with Universe Design Tool side by
side with its successor, Information Design Tool. SAP
NetWeaver BW, LDAP, and Active Directory Learn how
to secure your SAP BusinessObjects BI 4.0 system
using external authentication systems and data
sources.

Creating Dashboards with Xcelsius
Here, readers will learn how to revolutionize their
data presentation with SAP BusinessObjects Web
Intelligence 4.0. You can either build a foundational
understanding of WebI by beginning with the
fundamentals; or you can jump straight into the
advanced discussions that are new to the latest
release.

How to Dominate Any Market
Turbocharging Your Digital Marketing
and Sales Results
Learn to create an effective business strategy using
Microsoft's BI stack Microsoft Business Intelligence
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tools are among the most widely used applications for
gathering, providing access to, and analyzing data to
enable the enterprise to make sound business
decisions. The tools include SharePoint Server, the
Office Suite, PerformancePoint Server, and SQL
Server, among others. With so much jargon and so
many technologies involved, Microsoft Business
Intelligence For Dummies provides a much-needed
step-by-step explanation of what's involved and how
to use this powerful package to improve your
business. Microsoft Business Intelligence
encompasses a broad collection of tools designed to
help business owners and managers direct the
enterprise effectively This guide provides an overview
of SharePoint, PerformancePoint, the SQL Server
suite, Microsoft Office, and the BI development
technologies Explains how the various technologies
work together to solve functional problems Translates
the buzzwords and shows you how to create your
business strategy Examines related technologies
including data warehousing, data marts, Online
Analytical Processing (OLAP), data mining, reporting,
dashboards, and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
Simplifies this complex package to get you up and
running quickly Microsoft Business Intelligence For
Dummies demystifies these essential tools for
enterprise managers, business analysts, and others
who need to get up to speed.

Successful Business Intelligence: Secrets
to Making BI a Killer App
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SAP BusinessObjects BI Security
Enhancing Enterprise Intelligence: Leveraging ERP,
CRM, SCM, PLM, BPM, and BI takes a fresh look at the
benefits of enterprise systems (ES), focusing on the
fact that ES collectively contribute to enhancing the
intelligence quotient of an enterprise. The book
provides an overview of the characteristic domains
(i.e., business functions, processes, and activities)
addressed by the various categories of ES, namely,
ERP, CRM, SCM, PLM, BPM, and BI. The book begins
with an overview of agile enterprises and dimensions
of intelligent enterprises. The middle chapters detail
CRM’s decisive concept of customer centricity, SCM's
differentiating concept of customer responsiveness,
and PLM's stupendous transformative potential for
renewing the enterprise along with the establishment
of a collaborative enterprise with BPM and enterprise
BPM methodology. The latter chapters deal with the
realization of an informed enterprise with BI coupled
with the novel concept of decision patterns. The
author highlights the fact that any end-user
application’s effectiveness and performance can be
enhanced by transforming it from a bare transaction
to one clothed by a surrounding context formed from
an aggregate of all relevant past decision patterns.
The final chapter examines various aspects relating to
a successful ES implementation project, and the
appendix provides an overview of the SAP Business
Suite to give you a practical context to the
discussions presented in the book.

Creating Dashboards with SAP
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Businessobjects
Focus on SAP business analytics business gains, key
features, and implementation. The book includes
example implementations of SAP business analytics,
the challenges faced, and the solutions implemented.
SAP Business Analytics explains both the strategy and
technical implementation for gathering and analyzing
all the information pertaining to an organization. Key
features of the book are: A 360-degree view of an
organization’s data and the methods to gather and
analyze that data The strategies that need to be in
place to gather relevant data from disparate systems
Details about the SAP business analytics suite of
products The technical implementations used to
gather data from disparate systems such as ERP and
CRM Real business cases as examples Analytics is the
driving force in today’s business, be it healthcare,
marketing, telecommunications, or retail and hence
the most vital part of any organization’s strategy.
What You'll Learn Gain an understanding of business
analytics in general Absorb the technical details of the
SAP business analytics suite of products Discover the
challenges faced during an enterprise-level analytics
project implementation Learn the key points to be
kept in mind during the technical implementation of
an SAP business analytics project Who This Book Is
For Analytics strategists, BI managers, BI architects,
business analysts, and BI developers.

SAP BusinessObjects Web Intelligence
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Universe Design with SAP
BusinessObjects BI
* Everything you need to know about the new
Information Design Tool and UNX universes * Explore
step-by-step universe design, from connecting to
different data sources, to creating data foundations,
to building business layers * Compare and convert
UNV to UNX universes Bend the cosmos to your will!
For SAP data and non-SAP data alike, this
comprehensive resource spans universe creation to
universe publication. Learn to build single- and
multisource data foundations and business layers and
to convert UNV to UNX using the new Information
Design Tool. Using step-by-step instructions and
guiding screenshots, explore the important
Information Design Tool features and functionalities
that will put intelligent design within your grasp.
Information Design Tool Explore its interface and find
tips to design and manage universes that fit your
needs. Not Just Semantics Begin with a conversation
on the fundamental role of the semantic layer and
then move into the pillars of universe design: the data
foundation and the business layer.Connecting to any
Data Source and to SAP Systems Connect to any
relational data source or OLAP cube with your
universe, and make sure you're using the right
parameters and access methods to retrieve
enterprise data from SAP systems. Publishing and
Sharing Universes Learn how to make universes
available for consumption by SAP BusinessObjects BI
tools and for collaboration with other designers.
Comparing the Old with the New Differentiate
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between universes created with the Universe Design
Tool and Information Design Tool, and learn how to
convert UNV to UNX.

SAP Business Planning and Consolidation
"See how SAP S/4HANA will change your BI processes!
Explore the embedded analytics architecture and data
model to learn how to perform analytics on live
transactional data. Business user? Walk step-by-step
through SAP Smart Business KPIs and
multidimensional reporting. Analytics specialist?
Master the virtual data model and creating KPIs. Jack
of all trades? Create CDS views, apply custom fields
and logic, or see what's coming up with machine
learning. This is your complete guide to SAP S/4HANA
embedded analytics!"--

Creating Universes with SAP
BusinessObjects
SAP BI Edge is a powerful business intelligence (BI)
solution for midsize companies. This book offers a
comprehensive overview of what to expect and where
you should start building your reporting framework.
You'll get detailed information on reporting tools, like
Information Designer, Universe Designer, BI
Launchpad, Crystal Reports, and Dashboards
(formerly XCelsius). Get tips for creating an InfoSet
strategy and leverage it to run reports. Learn how to
use the Information Design Tool (IDT) to design data
models and layer your data to create universes.
Identify the common queries you will need to get
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started and walk through how to publish SAP
reporting data in a web format and create practical
management dashboards. By using practical
examples, tips, screenshots, and a case study the
author brings readers new to SAP BI Edge up to speed
on the fundamentals. - Installation and setup tips for
SAP BI Edge with SAP ERP - Query and reporting tools
best practices - How to build a dynamic SAP ERP data
model based on your configuration - Step-by-step
instructions on how to create a SAP BI universe

SAP BusinessObjects Reporting
Cookbook
* Create interactive dashboards with the tool also
known as Xcelsius * Understand how to use SAP
BusinessObjects Dashboards in an SAP environment *
Explore new features such as Query Browser,
sparkline chart, and Universe connectivity Impress
your audience with eye-catching, informative, and
easy-to-navigate dashboards with SAP
BusinessObjects Dashboards! In this book, you'll
quickly learn the basics of building your own
dashboard and move on to customize your creations
with themes, data connections, and other essential
features. SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards Basics
Build a strong foundation by understanding the
features, options, themes, and commands at your
disposal, and benefi t from comprehensive examples
and practical exercises. Visualize the Process Benefit
from numerous screenshots that show how different
features will look in a dashboard (and view them in
color in the online version!). Custom Options Tailor
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and enhance your dashboard by using SDK tools, data
connectivity with options like SAP Crystal Reports and
SAP BusinessObjects Live Office, and both SAP and
non-SAP tools.Bonus Online Information Download
source code from all examples and find color figure
downloads at www.sap-press.com. Updated and
Revised for Release 4.0 Find all changes in the move
to SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards 4.0, from small
menu changes and what they mean, to new
developments in location intelligence and more.

Applying Real-world BPM in an SAP
Environment
Get more out of Microsoft Power BI turning your data
into actionable insights About This Book From
connecting to your data sources to developing and
deploying immersive, mobile-ready dashboards and
visualizations, this book covers it all Over 90 handson, technical recipes, tips, and use cases from across
the Power BI platform including the Power BI Service
and Mobile Applications Proven development
techniques and guidance for implementing custom
solutions with DAX and M languages Who This Book Is
For This book is for BI professionals who wish to
enhance their knowledge of Power BI beyond and to
enhance the value of the Power BI solutions they
deliver to business users. Those who are looking at
quick solutions to common problems while using
Power BI will also find this book to be a very useful
resource .Some experience with Power BI will be
useful. What You Will Learn Cleanse, stage, and
integrate your data sources with Power BI Abstract
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data complexities and provide users with intuitive,
self-service BI capabilities Build business logic and
analysis into your solutions via the DAX programming
language and dynamic, dashboard-ready calculations
Take advantage of the analytics and predictive
capabilities of Power BI Make your solutions more
dynamic and user specific and/or defined including
use cases of parameters, functions, and row level
security Understand the differences and implications
of DirectQuery, Live Connections, and Import-Mode
Power BI datasets and how to deploy content to the
Power BI Service and schedule refreshes Integrate
other Microsoft data tools such as Excel and SQL
Server Reporting Services into your Power BI solution
In Detail Microsoft Power BI is a business intelligence
and analytics platform consisting of applications and
services designed to provide coherent, visual and
interactive insights of data. This book will provide
thorough, technical examples of using all primary
Power BI tools and features as well as demonstrate
high impact end-to-end solutions that leverage and
integrate these technologies and services. Get
familiar with Power BI development tools and
services, go deep into the data connectivity and
transformation, modeling, visualization and analytical
capabilities of Power BI, and see Power BI's functional
programming languages of DAX and M come alive to
deliver powerful solutions to address common,
challenging scenarios in business intelligence. This
book will excite and empower you to get more out of
Power BI via detailed recipes, advanced design and
development tips, and guidance on enhancing
existing Power BI projects. Style and approach This
book consists of practical recipes on Power BI that
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target novices as well as intermediate Power BI users.
It goes deep into the technical issues, covers
additional protocols, and many more real-live
examples.

SAP BusinessObjects Web Intelligence
Praise for Successful Business Intelligence "If you
want to be an analytical competitor, you've got to go
well beyond business intelligence technology. Cindi
Howson has wrapped up the needed advice on
technology, organization, strategy, and even culture
in a neat package. It's required reading for
quantitatively oriented strategists and the
technologists who support them." --Thomas H.
Davenport, President's Distinguished Professor,
Babson College and co-author, Competing on
Analytics "When used strategically, business
intelligence can help companies transform their
organization to be more agile, more competitive, and
more profitable. Successful Business Intelligence
offers valuable guidance for companies looking to
embark upon their first BI project as well as those
hoping to maximize their current deployments." --John
Schwarz, CEO, Business Objects "A thoughtful, clearly
written, and carefully researched examination of all
facets of business intelligence that your organization
needs to know to run its business more intelligently
and exploit information to its fullest extent." --Wayne
Eckerson, Director, TDWI Research "Using real-world
examples, Cindi Howson shows you how to use
business intelligence to improve the performance,
and the quality, of your company." --Bill Baker,
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Distinguished Engineer & GM, Business Intelligence
Applications, Microsoft Corporation "This book
outlines the key steps to make BI an integral part of
your company's culture and demonstrates how your
company can use BI as a competitive differentiator."
--Robert VanHees, CFO, Corporate Express "Given the
trend to expand the business analytics user base,
organizations are faced with a number of challenges
that affect the success rate of these projects. This
insightful book provides practical advice on improving
that success rate." --Dan Vesset, Vice President,
Business Analytics Solution Research, IDC

The SAP BW to HANA Migration
Handbook
What’s the secret to building a successful business? If
you’re like most entrepreneurs, you would say it’s just
a matter of finding a need and filling it and you’d be
wrong. The most successful businesses master nine
common business problems. By identifying these
common problems, understanding how they affect
your business and then designing and implementing
proven solutions for them, you can build a hyper
successful business. This book shows you how to
select systems to turbocharge your business. It will
provide a detailed roadmap for you to follow as you
address each problem with the right strategy, tactics
and systems to turn each area of your business into a
high-performance machine. Whether you are a prestart up, building your minimum viable product,
heading toward IPO, or scaling, this business
operating system design will help show you how to
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succeed, while flying close to the Sun.

SAP BusinessObjects BI 4.0 The
Complete Reference 3/E
Enterprise Dashboards: Design and Best Practices for
IT is a one-stop resource of methodology and best
practices for this dynamic and relevant information
platform, packed with charts, reports, visual
indicators, and alert mechanisms, all consolidated in a
rich computer interface. This powerful book is both a
guide and a handbook. It helps business leaders
understand dashboarding while considering
dashboards for their information needs and outlines a
tested and proven, step-by-step implementation
framework. Enterprise Dashboards covers strategies,
vendor selections, execution steps, project
milestones, dashboard types, case studies
contributed by DaimlerChrysler, Emergency Medical
Associates, and ING Direct, and more. Enterprise
Dashboards: Design and Best Practices for IT is the
perfect tool to help COOs, CIOs, CFOs, CTOs, IT
managers, business intelligence managers,
information analysts, and software consultants be
successful at dashboard implementation.

Pro Crystal Enterprise / BusinessObjects
XI Programming
An easy-to-understand guide, covering topics using
practical scenarios and live examples, and answering
all possible questions. If you are a solution architect,
developer, modeler, sales leader, business
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transformation managers, directors, COO, or CIO; this
book is perfect for you. If you are interested in other
technologies and want to jump-start into SAP, this
book gives you the chance to learn SAP HANA. Basic
knowledge of RDBMS concepts enough is to get you
started.

Data Provisioning for SAP HANA
"Before making data available in SAP HANA, you must
standardize, integrate, and secure it--that's where
data provisioning comes in. In this guide, you'll learn
about each of your options, from SAP HANA-based
tools like SDI and SDQ to SAP Data Services and SAP
LT Replication Server. Whether you'll be provisioning
data in batches or in real-time, you'll understand
when to use each tool, its requirements, and how it
works. A detailed case study will show you how to
establish a successful data provisioning practice"--

IBM Cognos Dynamic Query
Provides you with the tools that show you how to
effectively manage your data. From SAP Data
Services to various solutions like SAP Power Designer,
this title helps you learn what the different solutions
are and how they work together. It also offers detailed
information on SAP's different EIM solutions to learn
what they can do for you.

SAP in 24 Hours, Sams Teach Yourself
• Learn what business process management (BPM) is
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and how to get started within an SAP context• Benefit
from a comprehensive compilation of use cases from
early adopters• Discover SAP technology,
methodology, governance, process-based
implementation content, and performance & value
metricsIn this unique book, you will learn how to span
the gap between business processes and information
technology, as well as how to apply BPM within SAP
projects. The authors provide extensive information
on everything you need to know about the processes
and methods to implement BPM (new ASAP, processbased implementation content, BPM technology, and
more). Through real-world examples, best practices,
and advice from SAP experts, you will understand how
BPM works and how you can best use it to your
advantage. Additionally, use cases from industry
leaders and innovators show you how these early
adopters improved their businesses by using BPM
technology and methodology.Linking Strategy to
OperationExplore how a company's business model is
linked to the process model, therefore including
performance and value drivers.BPM AnatomyGet an indepth look at what makes BPM in SAP environments
so effective, and understand all of the options and
unique add-ons that are available for you to link to
your SAP system.Real-Life ExamplesExplore use cases
from different industries to understand how BPM can
be applied to your project to maximize efficiency,
streamline process performance, achieve
performance and value creation, and optimize
customer relations.Applicable Software for BPMLearn
how standard software in general and SAP products in
particular relate to the BPM approach.Bonus
MaterialAccess additional articles via the SAP PRESS
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website on some of BPM's future trends and more
advanced fields from top BPM and SAP experts and
researchers.Highlights Business Model
Management• Performance and Value Drivers• ASAP
7 Core Methodology and Business• Add-Ons to ASAP•
Implementation Quality and Process-Based•
Implementation• Governance Framework and Agile•
Methodology• Enterprise Architecture and SOA• SAP
NetWeaver BPM and BRM• SAP NetWeaver
Composition Environment• Rules and Decision
Management• Process Lifecycles• Business Value
Management

SAP BusinessObjects BI 4.0 The
Complete Reference 3/E
Distribute integrated, accurate, and timely data
across your enterprise using the Web-based reporting
components in SAP BI. Written by an SAP insider,
Applied SAP BI 7.0 Web Reports: Using BEx Web
Analyzer and Web Application Designer shows you
how to construct effective queries, create HTMLbased reports, and combine key analytics into a
dashboard-style interface. Learn how to import data
from multiple providers, configure custom templates,
track Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), and
incorporate JavaScript and XHTML. Security,
troubleshooting, and third-party tools are also
discussed in this comprehensive guide. Essential BI
skills for business professionals: Define queries and
export them as links with BEx Web Analyzer Create BIspecific HTML pages using Web Application Designer
and Report Designer Construct reusable templates,
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shortcuts, and Web items Design high-impact BI
dashboards, cockpits, and billboards Integrate
toolbars,drilldown capabilities, and drag-and-drop
features Publish reporting objects with the
Broadcaster and Broadcast Wizard Migrate existing
systems and reports to the SAP BI 7.0 platform Add
BusinessObjects, Crystal Reports, and JavaScript
components

Enterprise SOA
As a system administrator, you know that users like to
keep you on your toes. Don't worry This guide to BOBJ
administration helps you stay one step ahead. From
sizing to troubleshooting, it offers you the background
you need to administer a system that does what it's
supposed to do.

Microsoft Power BI Cookbook
A guide to SAP BusinessObjects Web Intelligence that
can sharpen your data presentations. From creating a
report, to displaying data via charts, to sharing
reports with others, it covers everything from the
basics to the actionable details that inform your work.
It also includes expanded coverage of new topics like
SAP HANA and mobility.

SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards 4.1
Cookbook
SAP is a market leader in enterprise business
application software. SAP solutions provide a rich set
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of composable application modules, and configurable
functional capabilities that are expected from a
comprehensive enterprise business application
software suite. In most cases, companies that adopt
SAP software remain heterogeneous enterprises
running both SAP and non-SAP systems to support
their business processes. Regardless of the specific
scenario, in heterogeneous enterprises most SAP
implementations must be integrated with a variety of
non-SAP enterprise systems: Portals Messaging
infrastructure Business process management (BPM)
tools Enterprise Content Management (ECM) methods
and tools Business analytics (BA) and business
intelligence (BI) technologies Security Systems of
record Systems of engagement The tooling included
with SAP software addresses many needs for creating
SAP-centric environments. However, the classic
approach to implementing SAP functionality generally
leaves the business with a rigid solution that is
difficult and expensive to change and enhance. When
SAP software is used in a large, heterogeneous
enterprise environment, SAP clients face the dilemma
of selecting the correct set of tools and platforms to
implement SAP functionality, and to integrate the SAP
solutions with non-SAP systems. This IBM®
Redbooks® publication explains the value of
integrating IBM software with SAP solutions. It
describes how to enhance and extend pre-built
capabilities in SAP software with best-in-class IBM
enterprise software, enabling clients to maximize
return on investment (ROI) in their SAP investment
and achieve a balanced enterprise architecture
approach. This book describes IBM Reference
Architecture for SAP, a prescriptive blueprint for using
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IBM software in SAP solutions. The reference
architecture is focused on defining the use of IBM
software with SAP, and is not intended to address the
internal aspects of SAP components. The chapters of
this book provide a specific reference architecture for
many of the architectural domains that are each
important for a large enterprise to establish common
strategy, efficiency, and balance. The majority of the
most important architectural domain topics, such as
integration, process optimization, master data
management, mobile access, Enterprise Content
Management, business intelligence, DevOps, security,
systems monitoring, and so on, are covered in the
book. However, there are several other architectural
domains which are not included in the book. This is
not to imply that these other architectural domains
are not important or are less important, or that IBM
does not offer a solution to address them. It is only
reflective of time constraints, available resources, and
the complexity of assembling a book on an extremely
broad topic. Although more content could have been
added, the authors feel confident that the scope of
architectural material that has been included should
provide organizations with a fantastic head start in
defining their own enterprise reference architecture
for many of the important architectural domains, and
it is hoped that this book provides great value to
those reading it. This IBM Redbooks publication is
targeted to the following audiences: Client decision
makers and solution architects leading enterprise
transformation projects and wanting to gain further
insight so that they can benefit from the integration of
IBM software in large-scale SAP projects. IT architects
and consultants integrating IBM technology with SAP
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solutions.

Implementing SAP HANA
Designing and deploying solutions using the SAP
BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform 4.2.
Key Features Get up and running with the SAP
BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform
Perform effective data analysis and visualization for
actionable insights Enhance your BI strategy by
creating different types of reports and dashboards
using SAP BusinessObjects Book Description The SAP
BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform is a
powerful reporting and analysis tool. This book is the
ideal introduction to the SAP BusinessObjects
Business Intelligence platform, introducing you to its
data visualization, visual analytics, reporting, and
dashboarding capabilities. The book starts with an
overview of the BI platform and various data sources
for reporting. Then, we move on to looking at data
visualization, analysis, reporting, and analytics using
BusinessObjects Business Intelligence tools. You will
learn about the features associated with reporting,
scheduling, and distribution and learn how to deploy
the platform. Toward the end, you will learn about the
strategies and factors that should be considered
during deployment. By the end, you will be confident
working with the SAP BusinessObjects Business
Intelligence platform to deliver better insights for
more effective decision making. What you will learn
Work with various tools to create interactive data
visualization and analysis Query, report, and analyze
with SAP Business Objects Web Intelligence Create a
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report in SAP Crystal Reports for Enterprise Visualize
and manipulate data using an SAP Lumira Storyboard
Deep dive into the workings of the SAP predictive
analytics tool Deploy and configure SAP BO
Intelligence platform 4.2 Who this book is for This
book is for Business Intelligence professionals and
existing SAP ecosystem users who want to perform
effective Business Intelligence using SAP
BusinessObjects.

SAP BusinessObjects BI System
Administration
Explains how to use all of the features in Xcelsius
Teaches you how to build and customize interactive
dash-boards to effectively visualize your key business
data Provides guidance on using Xcelsius in an SAP
environment Learn how to build your own Xcelsius
dashboards, with this practical book. It explains how
to use Xcelsius in an end-to-end, linear common
usage manner, while highlighting typical scenarios
where each feature can be used to solve business
problems. It also gives you detailed, step-by-step
guidance and best-practices for each feature, along
with hands-on exercises that will help you begin
creating dashboards and visualizations quickly. And if
you re more advanced, you ll learn how to customize
the Xcelsius components, themes, and data
connections so you can use Xcelsius to the fullest
extent.

Enterprise Information Management with
SAP
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The definitive reference for building actionable
business intelligence—completely revised for SAP
BusinessObjects BI 4.0. Unleash the full potential of
business intelligence with fact-based decisions,
aligned to business goals, using reports and
dashboards that lead from insight to action. SAP
BusinessObjects BI 4.0: The Complete Reference
offers completely updated coverage of the latest BI
platform. Find out how to work with the new
Information Design Tool to create universes that
access multiple data sources and SAP BW. See how to
translate complex business questions into highly
efficient Web Intelligence queries and publish your
results to the BI Launchpad. Learn how to create
dashboards from data sourced through a universe or
spreadsheet. The most important concepts for
universe designers, report and dashboard authors,
and business analysts are fully explained and
illustrated by screenshots, diagrams, and step-by-step
instructions. Establish and evolve BI goals Maximize
your BI investments by offering the right module to
the right user Create robust universes with the
Information Design Tool, leveraging multiple data
sources, derived tables, aggregate awareness, and
parameters Develop a security plan that is scalable
and flexible Design Web Intelligence reports from
basic to advanced Create sophisticated calculations
and advanced formatting to highlight critical business
trends Build powerful dashboards to embed in
PowerPoint or the BI Launchpad Use Explorer to
visually navigate large data sets and uncover patterns

Business Intelligence with SAP BI Edge
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Tips, techniques, and trends on how to use dashboard
technology tooptimize business performance Business
performance management is a hot new management
disciplinethat delivers tremendous value when
supported by informationtechnology. Through case
studies and industry research, this bookshows how
leading companies are using performance dashboards
toexecute strategy, optimize business processes, and
improveperformance. Wayne W. Eckerson (Hingham,
MA) is the Director of Research for TheData
Warehousing Institute (TDWI), the leading association
ofbusiness intelligence and data warehousing
professionals worldwidethat provide high-quality, indepth education, training, andresearch. He is a
columnist for SearchCIO.com, DM Review,Application
Development Trends, the Business Intelligence
Journal,and TDWI Case Studies & Solution.

Introducing Microsoft Power BI
Using Agile methods, you can bring far greater
innovation, value, and quality to any data
warehousing (DW), business intelligence (BI), or
analytics project. However, conventional Agile
methods must be carefully adapted to address the
unique characteristics of DW/BI projects. In Agile
Analytics, Agile pioneer Ken Collier shows how to do
just that. Collier introduces platform-agnostic Agile
solutions for integrating infrastructures consisting of
diverse operational, legacy, and specialty systems
that mix commercial and custom code. Using working
examples, he shows how to manage analytics
development teams with widely diverse skill sets and
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how to support enormous and fast-growing data
volumes. Collier's techniques offer optimal value
whether your projects involve "back-end" data
management, "front-end" business analysis, or both.
Part I focuses on Agile project management
techniques and delivery team coordination,
introducing core practices that shape the way your
Agile DW/BI project community can collaborate
toward success Part II presents technical methods for
enabling continuous delivery of business value at
production-quality levels, including evolving superior
designs; test-driven DW development; version control;
and project automation Collier brings together proven
solutions you can apply right now--whether you're an
IT decision-maker, data warehouse professional,
database administrator, business intelligence
specialist, or database developer. With his help, you
can mitigate project risk, improve business alignment,
achieve better results--and have fun along the way.

IBM Software for SAP Solutions
You go online to buy a digital camera. Soon, you
realize you've bought a more expensive camera than
intended, along with extra batteries, charger, and
graphics software-all at the prompting of the retailer.
Happy with your purchases? The retailer certainly is,
and if you are too, you both can be said to be the
beneficiaries of "customer intimacy" achieved through
the transformation of data collected during this visit
or stored from previous visits into real business
intelligence that can be exercised in real time. Data
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Commerce is a practical exploration of the
technological innovations through which traditional
data warehousing is brought to bear on this and other
less modest e-commerce applications, such as those
at work in B2B, G2C, B2G, and B2E models. The
authors examine the core technologies and
commercial products in use today, providing a nutsand-bolts understanding of how you can deploy
customer and product data in ways that meet the
unique requirements of the online marketplaceparticularly if you are part of a brick-and-mortar
company with specific online aspirations. In so doing,
they build a powerful case for investment in and
aggressive development of these approaches, which
are likely to separate winners from losers as ecommerce grows and matures. * Includes the latest
from successful data warehousing consultants whose
work has encouraged the field's new focus on ecommerce. * Presents information that is written for
both consultants and practitioners in companies of all
sizes. * Emphasizes the special needs and
opportunities of traditional brick-and-mortar
businesses that are going online or participating in
B2B supply chains or e-marketplaces. * Explains how
long-standing assumptions about data warehousing
have to be rethought in light of emerging business
models that depend on customer intimacy. * Provides
advice on maintaining data quality and integrity in
environments marked by extensive customer selfinput. * Advocates careful planning that will help both
old economy and new economy companies develop
long-lived and successful e-commerce strategies. *
Focuses on data warehousing for emerging ecommerce areas such as e-government and B2E
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environments.

Introduction to Information Retrieval
The definitive reference for building actionable
business intelligence—completely revised for SAP
BusinessObjects BI 4.0. Unleash the full potential of
business intelligence with fact-based decisions,
aligned to business goals, using reports and
dashboards that lead from insight to action. SAP
BusinessObjects BI 4.0: The Complete Reference
offers completely updated coverage of the latest BI
platform. Find out how to work with the new
Information Design Tool to create universes that
access multiple data sources and SAP BW. See how to
translate complex business questions into highly
efficient Web Intelligence queries and publish your
results to the BI Launchpad. Learn how to create
dashboards from data sourced through a universe or
spreadsheet. The most important concepts for
universe designers, report and dashboard authors,
and business analysts are fully explained and
illustrated by screenshots, diagrams, and step-by-step
instructions. Establish and evolve BI goals Maximize
your BI investments by offering the right module to
the right user Create robust universes with the
Information Design Tool, leveraging multiple data
sources, derived tables, aggregate awareness, and
parameters Develop a security plan that is scalable
and flexible Design Web Intelligence reports from
basic to advanced Create sophisticated calculations
and advanced formatting to highlight critical business
trends Build powerful dashboards to embed in
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PowerPoint or the BI Launchpad Use Explorer to
visually navigate large data sets and uncover patterns

SAP HANA Cookbook
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the
bound book. Introducing Microsoft Power BI enables
you to evaluate when and how to use Power BI. Get
inspired to improve business processes in your
company by leveraging the available analytical and
collaborative features of this environment. Be sure to
watch for the publication of Alberto Ferrari and Marco
Russo's upcoming retail book, Analyzing Data with
Power BI and Power Pivot for Excel (ISBN
9781509302765). Go to the book's page at the
Microsoft Press Store here for more
details:http://aka.ms/analyzingdata/details. Learn
more about Power BI at
https://powerbi.microsoft.com/.

Enterprise Dashboards
This IBM® Redbooks® publication explains how IBM
Cognos® Business Intelligence (BI) administrators,
authors, modelers, and power users can use the
dynamic query layer effectively. It provides guidance
for determining which technology within the dynamic
query layer can best satisfy your business
requirements. Administrators can learn how to tune
the query service effectively and preferred practices
for managing their business intelligence content. This
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book includes information about metadata modeling
of relational data sources with IBM Cognos Framework
Manager. It includes considerations that can help you
author high-performing applications that satisfy
analytical requirements of users. This book provides
guidance for troubleshooting issues related to the
dynamic query layer of Cognos BI. Related
documents: Solution Guide : Big Data Analytics with
IBM Cognos BI Dynamic Query Blog post : IBM Cognos
Dynamic Query Extensibility

Microsoft Business Intelligence For
Dummies
Thoroughly updated and expanded! Includes new
coverage on HANA, the cloud, and using SAP’s
applications! In just 24 sessions of one hour or less,
you’ll get up and running with the latest SAP
technologies, applications, and solutions. Using a
straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson
strengthens your understanding of SAP from both a
business and technical perspective, helping you gain
practical mastery from the ground up on topics such
as security, governance, validations, release
management, SLA, and legal issues. Step-by-step
instructions carefully walk you through the most
common questions, issues, and tasks. Quizzes and
exercises help you build and test your knowledge.
Notes present interesting pieces of information. Tips
offer advice or teach an easier way to do something.
Cautions advise you about potential problems and
help you steer clear of disaster. Learn how to…
Understand SAP terminology, concepts, and solutions
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Install SAP on premises or in the cloud Master SAP’s
revamped user interface Discover how and when to
use in-memory HANA databases Integrate SAP
Software as a Service (SaaS) solutions such as Ariba,
Successfactors, Fieldglass, and hybris Find resources
at SAP’s Service Marketplace, Developer Network, and
Help Portal Avoid pitfalls in SAP project
implementation, migration, and upgrades Discover
how SAP fits with mobile devices, social media, big
data, and the Internet of Things Start or accelerate
your career working with SAP technologies

Agile Analytics
This book is aimed at both new developers as well as
experienced developers. If you are a new SAP
BusinessObjects Universe developer who is looking for
a step-by-step guide supported with real-life
examples and illustrated diagrams, then this book is
for you. If you are a seasoned BusinessObjects
Universe developer who is looking for a fast way to
map your old experience in Universe designer to the
newer Information Design Tool, then this book is for
you as well.

SAP Business Analytics
Pro Crystal Enterprise/BusinessObjects XI
Programming shows you how to create customized
solutions using the Business Objects/Crystal
Enterprise object model. Here youll see the object
model utilized to create professional-quality tools like
on-demand web services, report metadata extraction,
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scheduling, security, and user management. Author
Carl Ganz explains in detail how to build advanced
reporting solutions for Crystal Enterprise/Business
Objects XI. He shows how to integrate CE/BO XI with
.NET 2.0 and Visual Studio to create more flexible,
tailored, and responsive reporting solutions than have
previously been possible. In short, you'll surpass what
you thought you could achieve, and learn to create
almost any imaginable reporting solution that
Business Objects XI can handle.

Data Warehousing And Business
Intelligence For e-Commerce
Class-tested and coherent, this textbook teaches
classical and web information retrieval, including web
search and the related areas of text classification and
text clustering from basic concepts. It gives an up-todate treatment of all aspects of the design and
implementation of systems for gathering, indexing,
and searching documents; methods for evaluating
systems; and an introduction to the use of machine
learning methods on text collections. All the
important ideas are explained using examples and
figures, making it perfect for introductory courses in
information retrieval for advanced undergraduates
and graduate students in computer science. Based on
feedback from extensive classroom experience, the
book has been carefully structured in order to make
teaching more natural and effective. Slides and
additional exercises (with solutions for lecturers) are
also available through the book's supporting website
to help course instructors prepare their lectures.
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Applied Sap Bi7.0 Web Reports
SAP HANA has revolutionized the way we store data
and architect reporting solutions. This book provides a
step-by-step guide for moving an existing SAP BW
system on any database to SAP HANA. Identify the
differences between the database migration option
(DMO) process and other options. Get sample staffing
plans, tools for hardware sizing and planning, and
budgeting tips for planning your migration project.
Walk through the process for cleaning your SAP
Business Warehouse (BW) system prior to migration
and find out how doing so can reduce your SAP BW on
HANA implementation costs. Walk through DMO
process prerequisites and examine the SAP BW on
HANA Migration Cockpit in detail. Get step-by-step
instructions for executing a SAP BW on HANA
migration using DMO and get tips based on lessons
learned from the world’s largest DMO migration
project. Walk away with best practices for monitoring
the health of your SAP HANA implementation. Using
practical examples, tips, and screenshots, the authors
provide expert strategies to help your company’s
migration project succeed. - Proven techniques for
planning and executing a successful migration
- Building a solid migration business case - Sizing and
optimization of SAP BW on SAP HANA - Step-by-step
runbook for the migration process

SAP Business Intelligence Quick Start
Guide
Information Technology professionals can use this
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book to move beyond the excitement of web services
and service oriented architecture (SOA) and begin the
process of finding actionable ideas to innovate and
create business value. In Enterprise SOA: Designing IT
for Business Innovation, SAP's blueprint for putting
SOA to work is analyzed from top to bottom. In
addition to design, development, and architecture,
vital contextual issues such as governance, security,
change management, and culture are also explored.
This comprehensive perspective reduces risk as IT
departments implement ESA, a sound, flexible
architecture for adapting business processes in
response to changing market conditions. This book
answers the following questions: What forces created
the need for Enterprise Services Architecture? How
does ESA enable business process innovation? How is
model-driven development used at all levels of
design, configuration, and deployment? How do all
the layers of technology that support ESA work
together? How will composite applications extend
business process automation? How does ESA create
new models for IT governance? How can companies
manage disruptive change? How can enterprise
services be discovered and designed? How will the
process of adapting applications be simplified? Based
on extensive research with experts from the German
software company SAP, this definitive book is ideal for
architects, developers, and other IT professionals who
want to understand the technology and business
relevance of ESA in a detailed way--especially those
who want to move on the technology now, rather than
in the next year or two.
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Enhancing Enterprise Intelligence:
Leveraging ERP, CRM, SCM, PLM, BPM,
and BI
If you are a developer with a good command and
knowledge of creating dashboards, but are not yet an
advanced user of SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards,
then this is the perfect book for you. Prerequisites
include a good working knowledge of Microsoft Excel
as well as knowledge of basic dashboard practices.
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